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In many insulation systems the partial discharge (p.d.)  puke magnitude (qr) 
probabilities ,follow fhr exponmiial distribution. A model regarding the discharge 
sires and their growflr during ageing has bern proposed to explnin the pltl:~ical condi- 
tions lvading fo this rlis~ribtrtion. 

Bredkdow~ by partial dischrges is an important mode of i~.sulatio~. 
failure in high voltage equipment. Several p.d. quamtities such as inception 
(Vi), extinction (V,)  voltages, charge magnitude (q,) and their distdbutions 
are commonly measured. Several ettcmpts to  relate these quap-tities with 
the puncture times have led to ~011flicti~g resu1ts.l Experiments were aon- 
ducted to study amongst other aspects, th.e p.d. pulse magnitude distribu- 
tions in a perspex air insulatiom system. 

Experimental Procedure 

The schematic diagram of the experimental set up is shotvtl in Fig. 1 .  
The samples having configuratio~s showr in. Fig. 2 were aged. The p.d. 
wtse magnitudes were recorded at  30 preset levels. The measurements 
were made periodically as the samples were aged at  a constant voltage above 
the inception level. 

fiperimental Results 

Detailed studies of more than 300 pulse magritude distr~butions have 
&wn that all the distributions are similar to the typical set shown in Fig. 3. 
'Ifre maximum deviation of the experimental values of N at  any level of Q 
from the fitted curves &id not exceed 10%. 



FXG. I .  Schemltic diagram of the ageing apparatus. 
R-Induction regulitor T-Testing transformer %Filter 
&-Ageing cell CC-Coupling capacitor M-Matching unit 
D-Discharge detector PHA-Pdse height andyser OS-Oscillosccpe 

Fro. 2. Two test contigurations. 
(m) Uniform field electrode system with void. (b) Rod plane electrode system with void. 

Figure 3 shows that the pulse magnitudes follow an exponential distri- 
bution as given in Eqn. 1.  

Nr= Anexp ( - B n q q s )  (11 

where NT =number of pulses of all discharges of magnitude greater than qe. 
A,,, Bno = distribution parameters. 

When samples of same capacitance are tested, the pulse counts an be 
expressed in terms of the voltage levels as 

N, = A, exp ( - BBV,) ' (2) 
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b. 3. Typical cumulative probability distribution of partial discharge pulses. ( ~ e s t  con- 
fipuratlon figure 2 (0)). 

where 

K i3 a corrstant clepe~ding oa the measuring circuit 2v.d sample capacitzr.ce. 
fp model which c s ~ .  be suggested to explain E~P . .  1, tE.e following impor- 
tant aspects have to be accounted for : 

(1) Even when. Vi is comtant, there is a listribution of  p.d. pulse mapi-  
tudes. 



(2) These magnitudes of p.d. pulses form into groups (e.g., regions 1. 
2 gnc! 3 in Fjz. 3) 

(3) Almost invariably, the vaiure of tbe distribution of any group 
follows the expone~tial lzw as noted as in Eqn. 2. 

Tire Model 

To arrive a t  a suitable model it is necessary to examine Eqn. 2, 
which leads to the expoP.entia1 distribution cumuIative probability function 

that is 

P(V,) - 1  -exp (-B,Y,) (3) 

where P (V,) is the probability of fincia.g a pulse of ln?.g~~itue less than or 
equal to V,. 

The probability f.ersiiy furclion p (V;) is giver by 

P ( G )  = = & ~ x P  C-BnV7) (4) 

m d  the hrtnrc? fur-ction h (V,) by 

Experime~.tal results irdiette that for specific regions of V,, Bn is a constaFt 
as mey be seen fi-om Fig. 3. 

A 52rnple with a void can be represented by the usual a-b-c diagram 
s h o w  in FIB. 4. WC have 

where 

v. , - -- inception ' voltage and 

V' =the voltage required for tbe breakdowr, of the void c, which 
for air is given by the Paschen's curve. 
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IG. 4. a-b-c Diagram for the test confisu~-ation shown In figure Z(0). 

?re : q,(r) and V , ( r )  indicate pulse magnitudcs while V and V'p ale AC values 

?her, the void breaks down, the voltage pulse measured acroas the discharge 
:rector matching unit is given by 

here K, =constant depend.il.g upon sample a r d  circuit capacitance 

Om the inception level is constant, implying that d is cot.stani, variation 
V, has to be attributed to the variation in area A.  According to this model 

gn. 7 can be written as 
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fi the exponential distribution (Eqn. 9) the hazard functionis given by 6, 
which is constant. This implies that the probability of getting partial dk. 
charges in a upit surface area is c0nstan.t and equal to bn. For the expe$ 
mental conditio~s d and t are constants a d  so also V' ar.d so is if,, E~~~ 
apart from this the experimental results show thet B, is constav.t. 

All those sites where this is valid may be considered to cofistitute one 
family defimd by A, and B,. 

To obtain the probability p (A,) we consider the number of pulses [&) 
with.in an i~terval dV, at a level V, given by 

= [A ,  bn exp (- 6,  A,)] . dA, 

Suppose we write Eqn. 11 as 

so that 

then 

dAl. = L exp (bn Ar) 
dt b,, 

These equations 14 ar?d 15 help us to appreciate the phenomepa & 
cribed by Eqn. 1. Equation 14 implies that the number of discharp 
a t  any level measured over a fixed in.terval of time is constant. Thus, if * 
imagir.e that the probability of acy region of area A. &ischa~pi~.g i s  the 
then, the condition of Eqn. 14 would be satisfied and one would o b e a  
discharge magnitude proportional to A, if the surface area A, is concW% 
as given by Eqn. 15. 
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~t may be noted that the data is collected over a period. of iymnc whcn 
2geing is progressing and heme i t  is necessary to corsider that the relation- 
.hipofEqn. 1 holds as the a ~ e i n g  proceeds. This implies that the discharges 
.hould alter the surface conditions so that a sirnilzr relation.ship continues 
tohold. That this should be so can be appreciated if we examine the energy 
&tionships. Whenever a discharge occurs, th.e energy that is released 
is given by 

Let ef = energy of formation of the dissociated products per giam. The 
miss M, of the products is given by 

where 

7h1s mass of material would get deposiled o r  the opposite surfaces of the 
raid iccreasing the arca A, to A',. 

Suppose the average mass of material per square centimetre on the two 
surfaces are z, and z,, then the discharge products deposited on any one 
surface will be given by 

Only under these circumstances, can the experimental facts enumerated 
earlier be explained. 

The study of pulse magnitude distributions show that when the expo- 
nential distribution is obtained the probability of partial discharge per unit 
rurface area is constant. 

Under this condition one can define a family of discharge sites for 
' d h h  A, and b, are constants. In this group of sites the average growth 



of thickness of the conducting deposits on the surfaces due to the discbar& 
is proportional to the discharge magnitudes. 
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